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Crop/Weather UpdateCorn Crop Condition

Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent

The weekly corn condition slipped one percentage point in the week ending October 6th to 56% good to excellent. 
The seasonal range for the 2019 crop has remained narrow with changes of +/- 2% in both directions of the latest 
reading. This week’s rating came in slightly below the average of the trade’s expectations. Of the 18 reporting states, 
eight reported lower ratings while five states saw steady ratings and five reported better ratings. Looking at the 
individual states, the greatest changes were in fringe production areas, while most of the top-producers in the Corn 
Belt saw ratings either side of unchanged. Lower national ratings are likely to be a supportive feature for the market 
when trade resumes, but buying interest may prove to be limited ahead of the key crop updates scheduled from the 
USDA on Thursday. 
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Crop/Weather UpdateCorn Dented Progress

The corn crop is still far from completely mature, as indicated by the corn dented figure for the week ended
October 6 at just 93% complete. The crop is usually fully dented at this point, with those not on their way to
drying out likely intended for silage. The year-ago figure was at 100%, while the long-term average came in at
99%. In fact, the corn in only 5 of the 18 states (Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina, Tennessee and Texas)
sampled by the USDA were seen as be completely dented at this point. In contrast, 4 states (Wisconsin at
76%, Michigan at 82%, North Dakota at 84% and Ohio at 84%) were still less than 90% dented as of Sunday.
This means a significant portion of the crop remains vulnerable to frost and freeze damage at this juncture.
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Crop/Weather UpdateCorn Harvesting Progress

Traders expected the USDA to indicate the pace of corn harvesting had accelerated greatly last week. That
is, after having edged up to 4%, 7% and 11% over the previous three weeks, traders expected today’s report
to indicate the corn harvest was 19% complete as of Sunday. Instead, the USDA stated the corn harvest at
just 15% complete. That also compares poorly to the comparable year-ago and 10-year average readings at
33% and 27% complete, respectively. Given the slippage in the condition rating and this result, corn futures
seem likely to rally in response this evening. The North Dakota harvest has yet to start, while harvesting in
Minnesota (1%), Wisconsin (1%), South Dakota (2%), Iowa (3%) and Michigan (4%) remains below 5%
complete. North Carolina (91%), Tennessee (88%), Kentucky (76%) and Texas (74%) remain well ahead of
cropping in the other states.
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Crop/Weather UpdateCotton Crop Condition

Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent

After having edged up 1 percentage point to 40% good to excellent (G/E) on last week’s report, the 
condition rating for the 2019 cotton crop slipped back 1 point to 39% G/E again this week. This compares 
rather poorly to the early-October 2018 figure at 42% and to the 10-year mean at 46%. The weekly dip 
probably didn’t surprise many, since long-term average readings tend to slide as the harvest progresses 
(and larger areas of dryland Texas crops are harvested). The Texas rating was unchanged at 30% G/E this 
week, while those for five states improved and those for 9 states fell. The 12% jump in the Arizona rating 
(to 61% G/E) stood out on one side, but it was offset by the 13% loss (to just 19%) in the Missouri rating, 
by the 11% drop (to 34%) in the North Carolina result and by the 14% dive (to 16%) to the G/E figure for 
Oklahoma. The results seem likely to be supportive of cotton futures. 
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Crop/Weather UpdateCotton Harvesting Progress

As usual, the cotton harvest in the other states is catching up to early-leader Texas. The USDA stated the 
national (15-state) cotton harvest as being 25% complete, which marked a rather dramatic improvement from 
last week’s reading. That is, last week’s reading had the U.S. cotton harvest as being 16% complete, which 
lagged the 2018 rate by 2% and was just 2% ahead of the 10-year norm. The reading for the week ended 
October 6 reached 25% complete, which edged ahead of the year-ago figure at 24% and topped the 10-year 
average pace by 5%. Although the Texas harvest and the national average matched, the completion total for 
4 other states [Arkansas (41%), Georgia (28%), Louisiana (51%) and Mississippi (37%)] advanced ahead of 
the Texas figure.
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Crop/Weather UpdateRice Harvesting Progress

As of 10/6, the rice crop harvest is 76% complete, up 8 points from last week. However, this is 2% slower 
than last year and 1% faster than the 10-year average. Looking at the six rice-growing states, all of their 
completion rates are below average except for Missouri, where farmers are 84% complete, 11 points above 
the 5-year average. Half of the states are 5% or more behind their 5-year average. Arkansas farmers are 
82% complete, 5 points below average. California comes in at 30%, 8 points below, while Mississippi is also 
8% below at 80% complete. Louisiana and Texas farmers are almost done with harvest, coming in at 97% (5-
year average 99%) and 98% (avg 100%), respectively.  
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As of 10/6, the soybean crop condition rating is 53% good/excellent (G/E), down 2 points from last week. Last year, the G/E 
rating was 68% and the 10-year average is 62% G/E. While farmers wish for good weather this year to help the immature crop 
before harvesting it, they are also fighting poor crop conditions in many states. In Illinois this week, the crop is rated 43% G/E, 
down 1 point from last week, while the poor/very poor (P/VP) categories gained a point to 20% of the Illinois crop. In Indiana, 
the crop is rated even lower with only 32% G/E, but this is one point better than last week. Its P/VP rating also increased by 1
point to 29%. Kentucky (47% G/E, -3% from last week), Michigan (41% G/E, -3%), North Carolina (44%, -6) and (Ohio 34%, no 
change) are all coming in under 50% G/E, and have P/VP ratings in percentages of upper teens to mid-20s. The crop condition 
is not terrible in every state, such as in Nebraska 74% G/E and Wisconsin 71% G/E. But farmers are definitely fighting against 
time due to forecasts for some of the growing area coming in on the cold side. 

Soybean Crop Condition
Percent of Acreage Rated Good or Excellent
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Crop/Weather UpdateSoybean Harvesting Progress

As of 10/6, the soybean crop harvest is only 14% complete. Since last week was the first week the USDA 
reported soybean harvest in 2019 and the crop is immature, this slow progress is not that surprising. 
Comparatively, it is 22% below the 10-year average and 17% slower than last year’s pace. Looking at 
individual states, North Carolina (17% complete) and Tennessee (39% complete) are the only two states 
ahead of their 5-year averages. Most of the 18 major soybean-growing states are way behind their 
completion average, including top growers Iowa (5% complete, average 26%) and Illinois (11% complete, 
average 40%). Several states besides Iowa are under 10% complete: Kansas 5% complete, -10% from the 
average; Michigan 8%, -15%; Minnesota 8%, -35%; Missouri 6%, -12%; North Dakota 8%, -40%; South 
Dakota 5%, -31% and Wisconsin 3%, -17%.     
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Crop/Weather UpdateSpring Wheat Harvesting Progress

It was another excruciatingly slow week for the 2019 U.S. spring wheat harvest as progress inched just one
percentage point ahead to reach 91% complete as of October 6th. Progress for the week was no better than 2% in
any of the seven states with acres remaining to be harvested. Montana is furtherest behind at 86% complete
compared to the previous five-year average pace of 97%. Harvest has essentially been completed in Idaho (99%)
and Minnesota (98%). Weather models for the upcoming week point to further challenges for growers in the northern
U.S., as another winter storm is seen leaving the market uncertain as to what will ultimately be the quality and
quantity of the 2019 U.S. spring wheat crop. USDA indicated that it will resurvey growers and update spring wheat
production in the November Crop Production report.
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Crop/Weather UpdateWinter Wheat Planting Progress

Planting of the 2020 U.S. winter wheat crop advanced 13% in the week ending October 6th to pass the halfway
mark at 52% complete. This was slightly below both Doane’s expectations and the average of published trade
guesses. Best progress for the week was made in Ohio (24% to 50%), South Dakota (18% to 77%) and Nebraska
(17% to 88%). Winter wheat seedings advanced just one percentage point for the week in North Carolina and just
three percentage points in Missouri. Of the 18 reporting states, progress is behind last year’s pace in 12, equal to
2018 in just one state and is ahead in five states. The current campaign is noticeably behind last year’s pace in
Kansas. As one would expect, the emergence of the 2020 crop is also delayed compared to last year. The wheat
market is expected to watch this week’s weather closely, as current forecasts bring potentially harmful cold
temperatures into winter wheat areas including South Dakota and Nebraska, where the greatest portion of this
year’s emerged wheat crop is seen as being potentially at risk.
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The map above on the left displays the percent of normal precipitation over the past week. The map above right shows
average temperature deviations from normal for the week. The upper Midwest was the recipient of much above average
precipitation from multiple days of stormy weather. The excessively wet conditions were a major hindrance for harvesting
progress across the upper Midwest and west into the northern Plains. Rains spread across the majority of Kansas and into the
panhandles and west Texas. The rains would have provided a timely drink of water for the newly seeded winter wheat crop.
Moisture also fell on High Plains Texas cotton. Weather was an entirely different matter from the southern Midwest south to
the Gulf and east to the Atlantic Coast. Daily highs across this region often registered into the 90 plus degrees Fahrenheit
range and setting or matching past records. Rainfall was below average, and quite a few counties had no rain recorded for the
week. Hot weather added growing degree days to late planted crops in the eastern Midwest. Hot, dry weather sped harvesting
in fields planted earlier before the spring rains brought progress to a standstill.
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The map pair show successive days for snowfall probabilities in the northern Plains and the northwestern Midwest. The left
map shows probabilities for Thursday into early Friday. The map to the right shows probabilities for Friday into Saturday
morning. The threshold is for liquid equivalent of 0.25 inch or more. In inches, that can vary, but let’s suppose 2 to 4 inches.
That is the baseline, and totals may be much more than that. The firm Doane hires for weather forecasts is predicting totals of
4-12 inches and in that, localized totals of 8 to 16 inches, maybe even more. Corn and soybean harvesting has made little
progress in the Dakotas and Minnesota, the region most at risk for heavy snowfall totals. This will mean the end of the growing
season there, as well as areas farther to the south with lows in the 20s by the weekend in the outlook for the Missouri River
Valley of Iowa, Nebraska, northwest Missouri and northeast Kansas. There will surely be much speculation if weather plays out
along the lines of the forecast, as to snow damage to unharvested corn and soybeans and whether or not freezing
temperatures have caused substantial production losses elsewhere.
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